Eighteen Inch Doll Quilt
and Companion Girl Quilt
Skill level: Beginner

http://www.pellonprojects.com

Stitched by
Charlene Allison
and
Alexandra Henry

Great project for parent and child. This five inch block 15” x 20” embroidered flannel quilt is sure to please
the girl in your life. Make a companion quilt for her using the six inch blocks so she can snuggle under a
matching quilt. Use an embroidery machine to make the blocks. Easy construction, no quilting needed.
Fabric Needed
FOR DOLL QUILT
Pink Flannel
Black Flannel

1/2 yard
1/2 yard

FOR GIRL QUILT
Pink Flannel
Black Flannel

2 3/4 yards
2 1/4 yards

Materials Needed
Pellon® 2300 Stitch-n-Tear Lite®
Black Embroidery Thread
Black Thread

2 packages will make both quilts

Tools Needed
Sewing Machine and related supplies
Rotary cutting rulers and supplies
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Cut 8” strips from the pink flannel fabric. Cut these strips into 8” squares.
For Doll Quilt: Cut two 6“ strips from the black flannel fabric. Cut these strips into 6” squares.
For Girl Quilt: Cut ten 7“ strips from the black flannel fabric. Cut these strips into 7” squares.
Layer one piece of pink flannel on top of one layer of
Pellon® Stitch-n-Tear® Lite.
Place this layered piece in the embroidery hoop and
embroider design following instructions for the
embroidery machine being used.
Embroider design.

Tear off the Stitch-n-Tear® Lite.
Sew eleven more blocks for the doll quilt and/or
seventy-one more blocks for the girl quilt.
For Doll Quilt: Trim all embroidered pieces to 6” squares. Place
the black flannel square with the embroidered square of
flannel, wrong sides together. With the plain squares placed
right sides together, sew squares into four rows of 3 squares
using a 1/2” seam allowance.
For Girl Quilt: Trim all embroidered pieces to 7” squares. Place
the black flannel square with the embroidered square of
flannel, wrong sides together. With the plain squares placed
right sides together, sew squares into nine rows of 8 squares
using a 1/2” seam allowance.
Sew rows together, butting seams in opposite direction as
shown.
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Sew around perimeter of quilt using a 1/2” seam
allowance.

Clip seam allowances 3/8” (1/8“ away from stitch line) every 1/2”
as shown.

Quilt shown before washing.
Wash quilt when done and flannel will shrink, ruffle and ravel
creating the finished look as shown on front page.
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